Three foreign investment laws of China were enacted when she was mainly a capital-
Introduction
Both trade and investment policies have been playing significant roles in China's breathtaking economic development. Chinese trade law has become stable, especially after China became a member of the World Trade Organization ("WTO"), while investment law is still evolving with continuous domestic economic reforms, as well as negotiations for free trade agreements and bilateral investment treaties. Because the current foreign investment laws were adopted about 30 years ago and a fundamental reform is in the undertaking, it is time to review the current foreign investment laws and understand the proposed reforms as well as their probable implications.
The primary purpose of this research is to review and preview China's foreign investment law with special focus on the protection of foreign investment. In doing so, this paper is composed of six parts including a short Introduction and Conclusion. Part two will review the evolution of foreign investment laws of China, showing how the Chinese market opens gradually to foreign direct investment ("FDI") . Part three will analyze the treatments to foreign investment, from the current post-establishment national treatment to the proposed pre-establishment national treatment. Part four will discuss the administrative measures and policies that may affect foreign investment although they are not provided in the three foreign investment laws of China. Finally, Part five will investigate the settlement of disputes arising from foreign investment in China, presenting China's increasing openesss to settle disputes by international tribunals. One feature of Chinese investment laws is how to accommodate Chinese characteristics in the adoption of international practice.
The Evolution of Foreign Investment Laws of China (1970s-80s)

A. The Beginning
When China enacted her first foreign investment law in the end of 1970s, nobody could anticipate that China would have started to export its capital 30 years later.
As a capital importing State in late 1970s and early 1980s, China decided that her foreign investment law should be different from those of western States, the capital
